
CarnivalKia maintains uniform prices and terms nationwide to earn customers' trust.

•Colors depicted in photographs may differ from the actual colors due to printing limitations.

•Navigation functions and information displayed may vary depending on when the navigation system was updated.

•Caution: For safe driving, please read the user manual before the initial use of the vehicle.

•Please recycle this booklet to protect the environment.

•Customer service center: 080-200-2000

Differences between information in the brochures and products sold may occur due to discrepancies with the printing date of brochures. 
Specifications may change due to suppliers’ circumstances. Photographs may depict optional features. Please refer to the latest price list 
and contact a sales representative to make a purchase.
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Aurora Black Pearl (ABP) / Specifications above may vary by trim level, seating capacity per model, engine and options selected.

Introducing the look of innovation from the undisputed No.1.

With refreshed styling for a more refined presence, a spacious and 

luxurious interior, and a balanced driving experience, 

the new Carnival fills our daily lives with enriching experiences.

The new Carnival
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EXTERIOR
The more magnificent and stylish design provide sensibility to this unrivaled large-size family RV.

The modern yet sophisticated details blend seamlessly with your fashion style and your family’s lifestyle.

Ivory Silver (ISG) / Specifications above may vary by trim level, seating capacity per model, engine and options selected.
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Carnival GRAVITY

Ceramic Silver (C4S) / Specifications above may vary by trim level, seating capacity per model, engine and options selected.

Radiator Grille Bottom Molding

Exclusive Black Radiator Grille

Roof Rack Top

Outside Mirror Cover

C-Pillar Garnish

Tailgate Garnish

LED Tailgate Lamp (Optional)

Front Skid Plate

Exclusive 19” Black Wheel
Door Bottom Molding

Side Step (Optional)

A bolder and more intense design transforms the original Carnival into Carnival Gravity. The dark-colored radiator grille and 

wheels designed exclusively for Carnival Gravity give it a unique look that goes beyond the ordinary family RV.

Rear Skid Plate
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Smart Power Sliding Door

Smart Power Tailgate

Ergo Motion Seat for the Driver

With your own scale With its versatile use of space, the Carnival offers enrichment and convenience 

for every family member on board.

Snow White Pearl (SWP) / Specifications above may vary by trim level, seating capacity per model, engine and options selected.
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Navy Gray Interior / Specifications above may vary by trim level, seating capacity per model, engine and options selected.

INTERIOR
Anchored by a panoramic curved display, the interior distinguishes 

itself with state-of-the-art convenience features in a neat layout.
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01. Digital Center Mirror

The combination of a camera and digital mirror gives you a clear 

view of the rear, even in low-visibility conditions.

02. Ergo Motion Seat for the Driver

Controllable air pockets in the seats offer optimum comfort and 

stretch, working in conjunction with the driving mode or vehicle 

speed to ensure optimal lateral support.

03. Fingerprint Authentication System

You can unlock the door and start the engine with your pre-registered

fingerprint using the Kia Connect service, even if you don’t have the key.

With fingerprint authentication, you can easily set up a personalized profile, 

deactivate valet mode, and use the Kia CarPay features more securely.

04. UV-C Sanitized Armrest Compartment

Ultraviolet sterilization inside the console storage box conveniently 

sterilizes daily necessities, such as your mobile phone, wallet, and mask.

A single press of the switch activates sterilisation mode for 10 minutes 

and the sterilisation LED automatically turns off if the armrest is opened 

during operation.

CONVENIENCE

03

02

04

From driving comfort to care, it’s full of thoughtful touches that fit into the daily routines of users who are familiar 

with a variety of digital devices. The infotainment system and convenience features for your family bring joy and meaning 

to every moment spent together.

Panoramic Curved Display

KRELL Premium Sound

Electronic Shift Dial

01

Smartphone Wireless Charging System

Taupe Interior / Specifications above may vary by trim level, seating capacity per model, engine and options selected.
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Kia Digital Key 2

iPhone, Apple Watch, or Android phones (e.g., Samsung smartphone) can be used to lock and unlock the doors and start the car, 

and up to 15 devices can share these functions. 

※ For more information on compatible devices, please refer to the Kia Connect website.

Over-the-air Software Update

If a new software update is available, it will be downloaded and installed 

wirelessly after your approval when the vehicle is parked or when 

the engine is turned off.

※ The screen image of the infotainment system may change with updates.

Head-Up Display

The 11” high-definition Head-Up Display shows key driving information 

in the same theme as the instrument cluster and navigation system.

Surround View Monitor

Shows the image of the vehicle's surroundings to assist 

with safe parking.

Built-In Cam 2

The high-resolution front and rear cameras produce superior video quality day 

and night, and offer a range of features including audio recording, a large external 

memory, OTA functionality, and driving information storage and playback (linked 

to the map). The Kia Connect app transmits impact detection video clips during 

parking and provides status information on the built-in cam. 

Specifications above may vary by trim level, seating capacity per model, engine and options selected.

TECHNOLOGY
From boarding to staying informed on the go, every aspect of the Carnival has been enhanced for greater ease and convenience,  

reflecting the way we use smart devices in our daily lives. The never-ending stream of cutting-edge technology never ceases to amaze.
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SPACE

01. Dynamic Body Care Seats for 2nd Row (7-seater only)

Second-row seats with back and calf massagers are designed to help 
passengers relax and reduce fatigue.

02. Ambient Light

The ambient light features a three-dimensional pattern engraved 

on a luxurious insert film that creates a multitude of colors in three 

dimensions.

03. Illuminated Seatbelt Buckles for 2nd Row

The illuminated seatbelt buckles make it easy to see if they’re 
fastened at night.

04. Type-C USB Ports

USB charging ports are also available in the 2nd and 3rd rows to ensure 
that all passengers can use their mobile devices with peace of mind.
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02

04

Expandable Center Console

From the Dynamic Body Care integrated into the 2nd row seats to Multi-zone Voice Recognition, Carnival is packed with premium interior and 

convenience features. All passengers can enjoy a personalized travel experience while communicating securely with each other.

Multi-Zone Voice Recognition

Call the car by saying “Hey Kia” (the speech recognition call words). Passengers in the 
rear seat can play the music they want or even control the air conditioner. A variety of 
vehicle systems can be controlled with voice recognition. Separate voice-recognition 
positions for the driver’s seat, the front passenger seat, and the left and right sides of 
the second row ensure optimal connectivity and ease of use for each occupant.
※ Multi-zone voice recognition coverage: windows, seats, air-conditioning control, etc.
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Double-Laminated Sound-Insulating 
Glasses for 2nd Row

Dual Sunroof

Cotton Beige Interior / Specifications above may vary by trim level, seating capacity per model, engine and options selected.
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Carnival HYBRID

Snow White Pearl (SWP) / 
Specifications above may vary by trim level, seating capacity per model, engine and options selected.

E-Ride

You can enjoy stable ride quality by controlling bumpings with acceleration/deceleration of the drive motor 

when passing bumpy places including speed bumps.  

E-Handling 

Agility and stability in starting and exiting a turn are improved by accelerating/decelerating 

the drive motor, improving the driving performance when turning the vehicle 

(e.g. changing lanes or cornering).

E-EHA (Electrically Evasive Handling Assist)

You can experience more enhanced turning performance based on E-Handling with the 

Driver Evasive Handling Assist activated when the risk of front collision is detected.

Dynamic Torque Vectoring

You can experience stable cornering performance when turning the vehicle by applying 

differential braking to inner driving wheels and by compensating additional torque to 

outer driving wheels.

You can enjoy driving with Carnival Hybrid models which features improved fuel efficiency and quietness.

KIA Hybrid technology enables smooth driving and improved ride quality on urban roads as well as 

the case of long distance travel.
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ADAS

Remember that the advanced driver assistance systems are only designed to help the driver maneuver, so use caution while driving. 
/ Functions may not operate seamlessly depending on the environment and driving conditions. For more details, refer to the Instruction Manual. / The configuration of the above specifications varies by trim, number of seats, engine, and optional features.

01. Rear Parking Collision-Avoidance Assist

If there is a risk of collision with an object or pedestrian behind you while

reversing, a warning is activated. If the risk of collision increases even 

after the warning, the system will apply the brakes to prevent a collision.

02. High Beam Assist

The high beams are automatically adjusted based on detected 

ambient light sources and illumination intensity, including the

headlights of vehicles opposite and in front of you.

03. Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance Assist

If a collision with a vehicle approaching from the left or right is anticipated 

while reversing, a warning is activated. If the risk of a collision remains

 high after the warning, your car will automatically intervene with 

braking assistance.
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02 03

The advanced driver assistance systems takes things a step further, adapting to different driving situations to add comfort and 

safety in an even more fine-tuned manner. Advanced technologies that alleviate even the slightest driving stresses help you 

appreciate the true value of a premium large-size RV at every turn.

Highway Driving Assist 2

Maintains a safe distance from the vehicle in front on highways and motorways, 

and helps the car stay in the middle of the road at the set speed, even when cornering.

Moves the car to the other side of the lane if it gets too close to the vehicle next to you while driving.

Changes lanes automatically when you turn the direction indicator switch on the steering wheel 

to the desired direction above a certain speed.
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Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist

Monitors the surroundings while driving, warns if there is a risk of a collision, and automatically assists 

braking if the vehicle in front suddenly slows down after the warning, or if there is an increased risk of 

a collision with a car, motorcycle, pedestrian or cyclist ahead.

Automatically assists braking if there is an increased risk of a collision with a vehicle or motorcycle 

approaching from the opposite direction when turning left at an intersection with the indicater on, or with 

a vehicle approaching from the side of an intersection when driving straight through.

Also it provides automatic braking assistance if there is an increased risk of a collision with a vehicle or 

motorcycle approaching from the front while driving in your own lane, and automatic evasive manoeuvres 

assistance if there is a risk of a collision with a vehicle or motorcycle approaching from the front or with 

a vehicle or motorcycle ahead in the next lane when changing lanes.

Automatically assists with evasive maneuvers if there is a risk of collision with a vehicle, motorcycle, 

pedestrian or cyclist on the edge of the lane ahead, or a risk of rear cross-traffic collision when changing lanes.

Front/Side/Rear Parking Distance Warning

Alerts the driver at low speeds to avoid colliding with objects around 

the vehicle.

Remote Smart Parking Assist

The driver can move the car forwards or backwards remotely from outside using the Smart Key.

Lane Keeping Assist

Detects the lane and helps you drive by keeping the car centered 

in the lane.

Specialized Control for Congested Roads

Unnecessary operations caused by repeated accelerations/decelerations 

are reduced and riding quality is improved by strategically changing the 

shift pattern and the engine start timing when the road is judged to be a 

low-speed congested section after combining data on road information and 

driving status on the navigation.

※ Specialized Control for Congested Roads is an exclusive specification  

     for Hybrid models.

Remember that the advanced driver assistance systems are only designed to help the driver maneuver, so use caution while driving. 
/ Functions may not operate seamlessly depending on the environment and driving conditions. For more details, refer to the Instruction Manual. / The configuration of the above specifications varies by trim, number of seats, engine, and optional features.
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SAFETY

8-Airbag System✽

In addition to the front-center side airbags, a total of eight airbags, including a driver’s 
knee airbag, driver and front advanced airbags, 1st-row side airbags and rollover-
sensing curtain airbags, further protect occupants in the event of an accident.

✽A virtual image was used to help the viewer understand. / Specifications above may vary by trim level, seating capacity per model, engine and options selected.
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Advanced safety features proactively eliminate risks, large and small, to keep you and your family safe.

Regardless of the situation, it keeps everyone as safe as possible through proactive and comprehensive responses.

01. Steering Wheel Vibration Warning

This intelligent safety technology utilizes steering wheel vibrations to 

alert the driver of potential collisions with a vehicle ahead or behind 

on either side, or if the car is about to drift out of its lane.

02. Rear Occupant Alert

Utilizing on-board radar sensors, it detects if an occupant remains in 

the rear seat when the rear door is opened, and alerts the driver via a 

warning message on the cluster, an audible alarm, and a Kia Connect 

text message to check the rear seats.

03. Safe Exit Assist

If a vehicle is detected on either rear side when you are about to open 

the sliding door, it prevents the power sliding door from opening 

automatically to avoid an accident.

※ Limited to the first attempt to open the door.

02

03
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Ivory Silver (ISG) Astra Blue (D2U) Pantera Metal (P2M)

LINE UP Find the most suitable lifestyle for you and your family in Carnival. 

Carnival, either Hybrid, gasoline or diesel model, fills every moment with happiness. 

Carnival Turbo Hybrid

Specifications above may vary by trim level, seating capacity per model, engine and options selected.

Maximum System Output Maximum System Torque245 37.4ps (Gasoline Engine : 180ps, Electric Motor : 54kW) kgf.m (Gasoline Engine : 27.0kgf.m, Electric Motor : 304Nm)

Carnival 3.5 Gasoline

36.2 Max. torque
kgf.m (5,000rpm)294 Max. power

ps (6,400rpm)

Carnival 2.2 Diesel

45.0 Max. torque
kgf.m (1,750 ~ 2,750rpm)194 Max. power

ps (3,800rpm)
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Aurora Black Pearl (ABP)    ※ Available for Gravity

EXTERIOR COLORS

Astra Blue (D2U)    ※ Not available for Gravity

Pantera Metal (P2M)    ※ Available for Gravity

Ceramic Silver (C4S)    ※ Only for Gravity

Ivory Silver (ISG)    ※ Not available for Gravity

Snow White Pearl (SWP)    ※ Not available for Gravity

WHEELS

Specifications above may vary by trim level, seating capacity per model, engine and options selected.

18” Machined Face Wheels
(Gasoline /Diesel)

19” Machined Face Wheels
(Gasoline /Diesel/Hybrid)

18” Machined Face Wheels
(Hybrid)

19” Black Wheels 
(Gasoline /Diesel/Hybrid)

Gravity only

EQUIPMENT

Supervision Cluster (4.2” color TFT LCD)

Built-In Air Purifier

Side Step

My Comfort Package

Side Step for Gravity / LED Tailgate Lamp

LED Headlamp

Smart Rear Seat Entertainment System

Supervision Cluster (12.3” full-size color TFT LCD)Projection LED Headlamp

Cooling and Heating Cupholders (1st/2nd row)           
※ Available for the 1st (two holders) and 2nd (two holders) rows.

LED Tailgate Lamp

Side Manual Sunshade Curtains for 2nd/3rd Rows

Rear Combination Lamp LED Rear Combination Lamp LED Fog Lamp

220V Inverter

Electronic Shift Dial

Door Bottom Molding Chrome Door Bottom Molding Integrated Memory SystemMatte Black Door Frame Garnish Black High-Gloss Door Frame Garnish Rear Skid Plate
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※ The leather seats use a combination of leather and artificial leather. / Specifications above may vary by trim level, seating capacity per model, engine and options selected.

SPECIFICATIONS

※ Complimentary 5-years of service upon initial enrollment with the purchase of a vehicle followed by 5 additional years of light service (SOS emergency dispatch, automatic notification of airbag deployment, monthly reports, traffic information).
※ A link to a streaming service subscription is required to use Kia Connect’s streaming service        ※ If your streaming service subscription only supports mobile devices, it will not be compatible with Kia Connect’s streaming service.
※ For more information, visit Kia Connect's Kakao Talk customer service center (search "기아커넥트" through the Kakao Talk search window and befriend).
※ The features/range of Kia Connect remote control may vary depending on trims and options.

Kia Connect is Kia's connected car service for wireless navigation updates, 
smartphone-based remote vehicle control, and emergency alerts for a safer 
and more convenient vehicle usage experience.

Users can remotely control various 
functions in the vehicle using 
smartphone apps.

Emergency assistance through the Kia 
Connect center in the event of an airbag 
deployment or roadside emergency 
(24/7, 365 days).

Vehicle maintenance services including 
diagnosis of breakdowns, driving
information, and wireless updates.

Optimal route guidance using 
real-time traffic information.

Use streaming services inside the 
vehicle without connecting a 
smartphone. 

Remote control Safety and security Maintenance Navigation Streaming service

블랙 인테리어 (디젤/가솔린 전용)

네이비 그레이 인테리어 (하이브리드 전용)

Seats for 9-Seater

Seats for 7-Seater

Seats for 7-Seater

Taupe Interior

Cotton Beige Interior

Navy Gray Interior  (Hybrid only)

Artificial Leather
Nappa Leather 

/ Leather 

Nappa Leather 
/ Leather 

Nappa Leather 
/ Leather 

Overall length (mm)

Overall width (mm)

Overall height (mm)

Wheelbase (mm)

Wheel tread  front (mm)

Wheel tread  rear (mm)

Displacement (cc)

Max. power (ps/rpm)

Max. torque (kgf.m/rpm)

Tires (18”, 19”)

Brake front/rear

Suspension front/rear

Turbo Hybrid3.5 Gasoline 

3,470

294 / 6,400

36.2 / 5,000

2.2 DieselClassification

Gasoline / Diesel Hybrid

5,155 5,155

1,995 1,995

1,775 1,775 1,785

5,155

1,995

3,090 3,090 3,090

1,746(18") / 1,741(19") 1,746(18") / 1,741(19") 1,744(18") / 1,739(19") 

1,746(18") / 1,741(19") 1,746(18") / 1,741(19") 1,743(18") / 1,738(19") 

2,151 1,598

194 / 3,800

45.0 / 1,750~2,750

235/60R18, 235/55R19 235/60R18, 235/55R19 235/60R18, 235/55R19

Ventilated disc / Disc Ventilated disc / Disc Ventilated disc / 
Ventilated disc

MacPherson Strut / 
Multi-link

MacPherson Strut / 
Multi-link MacPherson Strut / Multi-link

Model
Government-reported fuel efficiency (km/ℓ)

Combined

Turbo
Hybrid

Transmission
Combined 

CO2 emissions 
(g/km) City Highway

Passenger 
capacity Tires ClassUnladen weight

(kg)
Displacement

(cc)

2.2 
Diesel

7-seater 

3.5 
Gasoline 

7-seater 

9-seater

9-seater

7-seater 
/ 9-seater

9-seater

9.08AT 189 7.8 10.919" 52,1153,470

13.18AT 146 11.6 15.319" 32,1502,151

13.18AT 146 11.6 15.318"/19" 32,1152,151

14.06AT 116 14.6 13.318" 22,1551,598

13.76AT 118 14.0 13.418" 
(built-in cam) 32,1551,598

13.56AT 121 14.0 12.919" 32,1651,598

13.08AT 148 11.5 15.219" 
(built-in cam) 32,1502,151

13.08AT 148 11.5 15.218"/19" 
(built-in cam) 32,1152,151

8.98AT 192 7.7 10.919" 
(built-in cam) 52,1153,470

8AT 189 7.8 10.9 9.018" 52,0803,470

8.98AT 192 7.7 10.918" 
(built-in cam) 52,0803,470

9.08AT 189 7.8 10.919" 52,0903,470

8.98AT 192 7.7 10.919" 
(built-in cam) 52,0903,470

※ Fuel efficiency numbers correspond to standard mode. Actual figures may vary according to road conditions, driving habits, 
     vehicle load, maintenance, and outside temperature.

180 / 5,500
54 kW 

(Electric Motor)

27.0 / 
1,500~4,500

304 Nm 
(Electric Motor)

※  Height including roof rack (unit: mm)

1,746(18")/1,741(19") 1,743(18")/1,738(19") 

1,995 1,995

1,746(18")/1,741(19") 1,744(18")/1,739(19") 

1,7
75

1,7
85

3,090 3,090

5,155 5,155
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